
 

 

 

 

 

From Whence We Came 

Written by Rani  

 

I declare that I am a metaphysical practitioner, spiritual realist, and former Melchizedek teacher. This article 

contains Celestially divine information. No school, university, or church has ever taught what you are about to 

read, nor will it ever be found in any Bible. Before you ask how we obtained this knowledge and determined it to 

be a fact, I will explain. 

 My highly gifted psychic seer Magna was a master in all aspects of the paranormal. She specialized in astral 

projection and travel, excelled in psychometry, clairvoyance, and became a spiritual channel for Abaris. Her 

extraordinary abilities made it possible for her to time travel and converse directly with spirit-beings from the 

other side of the veil.  

Abaris is a Master Melchizedek spirit-being teacher sanctioned by Jesus to come to Earth to prepare 

earthlings for his second coming. As part of that preparation, many other Melchizedek spirits each descended 

from the realms of heaven to share their divine knowledge. Abaris was not the only Master teacher to participate 

in this monumental educational upliftment of the Earth populous;777,000 such teachers became strategically 

located throughout the planet. 

 Between Abaris’fourteen years of frequent visits with us at the UBEC, Magna and I delved deeply into 

other quests such as past-life research.  

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Part 01 

The creation of all Soul-Beings. 

I will begin by explaining how all souls came into existence. 

After the massive heat from the initial explosion of the eventuation (Big Bang) cooled sufficiently to allow 

mitosis to begin, thousands of vines similar to grapevines began emerging from the darkness of space. These 

vines were identical in structure and function. Each vine held seventy-seven cocoon-type pods. Each of the 

seventy-seven clumps of pods supported eleven additional pods that further supported twenty-one cocoons. Each 

of those twenty-one cocoons house three more cocoons, each of which contained and supported seven souls that 

eventually wrenched free and began their individual existence. Mathematically speaking, each grapevine of 

seventy-seven cocoons nurtured 373,527 souls. Multiply that amount by an unknown number of trillions of vines, 

and you may begin to fathom the enormity of existing soul-beings. This mitosis continued until the divine number 

of souls emerged. 



From the time of their conception from out of the eventuation, all souls are immortal, and their essence 

consists of pure energy and possesses its own unique and identifiable frequency. At the time of their emergence, 

two levels of energy beings were created: the first and third-degree immortal soul-beings that consisted of nothing 

but highly intelligent pure energy. The first-degree beings consist of unbelievably high levels of energy and 

intelligence, and these are the beings that perform all the duties of maintaining universe balance and stability. 

They are who and what they are and will never be else. All you need to know is that they exist, and this article 

only concerns soul-beings of third-degree and higher from which we humans eventually evolved. All third-degree 

souls were created equal, free, and unencumbered to choose their path of destiny. If desired, a soul may elect to 

undergo the process required to take on an altered state of human mortality for brief lifetimes. That is, incarnate 

and reincarnate. 

From these third-degree energy-beings, we began our journey through the evolutionary levels of fifth and 

seventh-degree-beings. The explanation of these processes by which they came into existence follows below. 

It is time to begin their journey. Shortly after each of these third-degree energy beings emerged from their 

protective cocoons, it found itself immersed in total darkness sprinkled with bits of twinkling specks of light. 

Each being that of the previously emerged souls. They also found themselves in a sea of various-sized chunks of 

innate matter. This process was occurring all throughout the vastness of open unorganized space and continued 

until the finite number of souls came into existence, a number too large for humans to conceive. 

These energy souls instinctively or because of curiosity began to communicate with each other by sending 

bits of light energy to each other. As soul-beings of pure energy, they could sense and distinguish the vibratory 

rates of light and sound; thus, they could ultimately see and hear. With each contact, they received the combined 

knowledge the other had previously learned; therefore, they began their education process. 

As this communication continued, they learned that they could use this same thought energy to manipulate 

matter. Throughout many eons (a unit of geologic time equal to one billion years) learned how to manage the 

chunks of innate matter and create planets and build solar systems and galaxies. Planets do not miraculously 

appear; they have to be carefully designed and constructed. 

Somewhere within those countless eons, they concluded that if a soul-being could divide its energy in half, it 

could accomplish twice the amount of work. After many more eons of experimentation, they achieved the 

division by using a form of mitosis. And a third-degree being could become two fifth-degree beings, thus creating 

what is known as soul-mates. That is no easy feat, and it still takes a third-degree soul several eons to accomplish. 

From the time of their beginnings until the next step in evolution, they learned that every soul was unique in 

its knowledge and ability, thus learning how to create and develop plant and animal forms. More eons passed 

while many different life forms thrived on various worlds. Then someone realized they could see and hear their 

creations but could not touch, feel, or smell them. Came their epiphany. They had indwelt all forms of inanimate 

matter while constructing planets and solar systems. So, why not indwell their plant and animal creations by 

coexisting within them? Could they then acquire the tactile?  

They quickly learned that their fifth-degree energy level was too high because whenever they attempted to 

indwell a living object, it promptly shriveled and burned up. And since these soul-beings were immortal, they had 

no concept of mortal death until they first experienced the event. That realization occurred while attempting to 

indwell an animated creature when it suddenly died and became a lifeless, inanimate shell. 

They also discovered they could not divide themselves again because there was not enough energy to sustain 

them. However, with more trial and error, they learned how to control and reduce their energy levels by casting 

bits of it off. Thus becoming the seventh-degree beings that we mortals are today.  

They experimented on many varieties of mortal creatures for eons before perfecting the process of 

coexistence. They eventually learned how to successfully enter an unborn fetus and experience a mortal’s natural 

birth. However, that act required taking responsibility for that physical structure because, as the solitary 



indwelling soul, it could no longer just hop in and out as they did with coexistence. Thus, we began our journey 

on the wheel of mortal karmic life. 

That ends the story of the primary process of becoming a mortal on any inhabitable world, and the process 

occurred long before our Earth existed. 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Part 02 

The difference between Willed and non-willed beings  

 

All living matter on Urantia possesses a sole, and there are two types, plant and animal; from the smallest 

blade of grass and insect to the most massive tree and creature that ever lived, possesses a sole. However, from 

within the animal species, only three verified to become willed beings. That is, somewhere in their development, 

one of them made a moral decision to protect someone other than itself. There are three mammalian willed 

species on this planet, the Simian from which man evolved and the aquatic types such as the whale and dolphin.  

The difference between willed and non-willed is that the non-willed creature exists and survives primarily on 

their particular basic creature instincts of survival. Whereas willed beings live by making moral decisions and 

actions based on conscious thought; they are solely responsible for their actions 

 

How fifth and seventh-degree souls came about.  

 

We as soul-spirit-beings were evolving during our universal evolutionary growth, and you may have 

wondered where soul-names originated and what they represent. Back in the beginning, when our souls came into 

existence, they were extremely intelligent beings. They consisted of pure energy, each having its own distinct, 

identifiable vibratory rate. Each is unique and identifiable as fingerprints or a retina-scan. Understand that their 

communication became derived from the tomes based on vibrations emanating from their soul’s energy. Over 

time these intelligent soul-beings developed a universal tonal language and a corresponding alphabet to identify 

and quantify specific personality and ability traits to determine their primary soul-names. After the third-degree 

soul divided itself in half to become two fifth-degree souls, they each became a new individual with a unique 

vibratory signature requiring a new soul-name.  

So, what is the difference between a third-degree’s primary soul-name and the name of its soul-mate, and 

how were they determined?  

Here is a short explanation of the results of splitting a third-degree soul into two fifth-degree soul-beings and 

establishing their names. 

The process of dividing themselves in half is not like slicing a tomato; it is more like crushing a hypothetical 

granite stone into its granular bits—each bit representing various vibratory facets of their innate personality traits 

and abilities. By mutual consent, they internally recombined their preferred bits to form two new unique 

independent fifth-degree souls. These newly divided souls, with their new unique vibrations and names, come 

into existence.  

These personality traits could account for why some folks excel in math, music, or science while not being 

able to walk and chew gum simultaneously. Why some become, adventuring explores or are natural leaders, while 

others become librarians. Even identical twins, consisting of two individual seventh-degree souls whose physical 

structures are genetically the same, their skill sets and personalities differ significantly, could stem back to the 

granite particles from their third-degree division.  



Fifth-degree-souls will remain in that state until they and their mate mutually agree to recombine their 

energies, at which time, they reverse the process and once again become the third-degree-being they once were. 

Except now, this third-degree-being has the combined knowledge and experience of both of themselves.  

Celestially, there is only one tonal universal language, but they developed a twenty-five-letter alphabet that 

was a facsimile of their tonal language somewhere in time. It filtered down to Earth and used by the Greeks and 

Romans, and still used worldwide. All spoken words are tonal and used by teachers who use phonetics as a tool to 

teach spelling and reading.  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Part 03 

What is required before a baby’s birth? 

 

Since the beginning of time, many soul-beings devoted themselves to divine judicial matters and ultimately 

developed known celestially as the Supreme Trinity Personalities. Within that august body resides the Union of 

Days consisting of mortal and immortal soul-beings who oversee the implementation of mortal incarnations and 

reincarnations. They all reside, for lack of a better word, in the realms of heaven.  

A baby is nothing more or less than the biological offspring of whatever specific species that creates it. That 

is the physiological process, but what are the celestial or divine requirements of a soul before it may engage in an 

actual mortal birth?  

Since no one on this planet has any idea of the sacred process that a soul is required to accomplish before 

ever becoming mortal, it is time for you to become enlightened. 

The first prerequisite is that they are in their soul-state and desire to experience another mortal life, and they 

must accomplish many tasks before entering a fetus.  

Here is a short version of the divine regulations a soul-being wanting a mortal life on this planet must 

complete. Let us assume it is you, and we will track your progress. You must have a valid reason for obtaining a 

mortal life. For example, it could be necessary to complete a project from a previous incarnation or possibly 

settle a karmic debt. With a valid reason in mind, you must submit a request through the Union of Days and 

justify those reasons. If and when they grant your request, your task has just begun.  

You must research the akashic records or consult a psychic seer to identify and locate suitable parents. They 

should be souls who could provide you with the proper physical and mental genetic attributes needed to 

accomplish your future life’s goals. The Akashic records contain the complete histories of everything that has 

occurred throughout the entire universe since the eventuation, or if you prefer, Big Bang. It is similar to our 

biblical god’s enormous database in the sky, where he keeps track of every hair on your head. A section within 

these records holds all the predicted future events, as seen and reported by celestial clairvoyant seers from 

specialized schools.  

None of this is science fiction because these records and schools of highly gifted clairvoyant seers exist in 

many locations throughout the greater universe. The site of this planet’s Akashic records resides within the 

archives of our system’s capital of Edentia. 

The first step in the process is to arrange with those souls who could agree to act as your personal guardians 

for your future life.  



Very few people on this planet know the truth about who and what they are or what they do. Earthly mortals 

with heightened sensitivity gifts may sense and call them angels or spirit guides, and yes, they do exist. The 

series of personal guardians you choose will be with you from before your birth to guide, advise, and protect you 

through that life’s experience. They will also be there to escort you to your place of recovery facility after your 

demise. You must obtain those soul beings who are willing to preside as your personal guardians 

Having identified your guardians and prospective parents, let us continue the progress of your becoming 

mortal on Earth. At this point, you must contact each of the appropriate souls of your future mothers and fathers 

and seek their acceptance as prospective parents. And because of the fickle nature of Earth’s mortals, it is best to 

have two or three alternative fathers.  

Once you have successfully identified several potential mothers and several adequate fathers, let us continue 

your progress of becoming mortal on Earth.  

At this point, you must locate and contact each of them individually. It is then up to each of them to decide 

if they would be available and willing to take on such a monumental task. If the prospective parent is also in 

soul-state, it is easy to accomplish; go and talk to them. However, if that being is already a mortal on Earth, you 

would send one of your guardians to converse with the prospective parent’s guardian. They must manage to 

convey your desire to its charge. Then your guardian must get her notice of acceptance or rejection back to you. 

You follow this routine until your triad is complete; mother, father, child. 

It should have become evident at this point in the acquisition process that if your prospective mother is 

already mortal, you must wait until she conceives. However, if your future mother is still in its soul-state, she has 

most likely completed her required tasks of becoming mortal. So she must wait for her perspective mother to 

conceive. If this is the case, you must continue waiting patiently until your future mother is born, has come of 

age, and has conceived. You are not finished yet. Once she has conceived, your nursery guardian will escort you 

to a pre-berthing area that is an actual mortally constructed facility located high above the planet. There you will 

reside for six-months undergoing your preparations to enter a fetus. Part of that process includes ensuring that 

your fifth-degree energy level becomes reduced to a state of seventh-degree.  

Since soul-beings do not breathe air during their time in a womb encased in amniotic fluid, you will receive 

instructions on how to begin breathing air in preparation for your earthly existence. From this explanation, it 

should be evident that none of the processes of becoming born on Earth are accomplished in a week or two. It 

may take a hundred years or more in planning and actualizing.  

Hopefully, you now have a better appreciation for those souls who accepted the responsibility of your 

existence during this incarnation process.  Plus, it would be best if you had mutual recognition for all the other 

divine souls who assisted you through your acquisition period. 

Author’s Comment 

This article began as a semi-political protest against the democrat’ new proposed abortion regulations 

sanctioning infanticide. I have since expanded it to include much more information than originally planned. 

Regardless of the reason for its initial publication, the sentiment is the same. It would be a travesty against 

nature to sacrifice all the loving care provided by the hundreds of supporting soul beings who valiantly strived to 

assist their fellow companion on its chosen path of destiny only to have it sacrificed under the knife of an 

abortionist! 

I sincerely hope you have gained some divine knowledge from this brief article. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Here is the link that inspired this article, The Wrenching. Even though you will undoubtedly refuse to believe 

our creation did not begin as depicted, it most certainly did.  

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-wrenching.html
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